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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARY CONCEPTS
Consider a particle moving along a line in a two- 
dimensional co-ordinate system where the initial position 
is the origin. The n-axis measures units of time and the 
x-axis measures units of distance. At each unit of time, 
the particle will move a units in the positive x direction, 
b units in the negative x direction, or 0 units in the x 
direction with probabilities p , q, and 1 - p - q respec­
tively. Also p and q are independent of x and of time.
The choice of one of these particular events will be made 
by some random process of selection (see figure l).
X
A ' ■ •
-f -1 
- 3
t
probability p
probability (̂1 - p - q^
$ 4- -4-4-I % S H S' € 7 - n(time)
probability q
Figure 1
The position of the particle after time n, which consists 
of n independent selections, will depend upon the number 
n, the probabilities associated with the direction of 
movements, and the initial position. A particle perform­
ing such a motion is siad to perform a random walk.
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As an example, consider a gambler who has an un­
limited supply of money. Suppose he is playing dice 
against a casino, which we shall assume, also has an 
unlimited reserve. The game consists of making bets on 
the number that appears on each roll of the die. If the 
number is a one or a six, the gambler wins fifty dollars. 
If the n\imber is a two, three, or a five, the house wins 
twenty-five dollars. If a four appears, a tie results.
The gain in capital made by the gambler in this example 
depends upon the length of time he has played the game and 
the probabilities associated with the appearance of each 
of the numbers on the die. The gain in capital can take 
on an infinite number of positive or negative values.
This game constitutes a random walk where the position 
of the particle, whose initial position is the origin, 
denotes the gain in capital and the probabilities asso­
ciated with the appearance of the numbers on the die 
correspond to the probabilities of movement in a specific 
direction. In this case, a = 50, b = 25, p = 1/5, and 
q = 1/2,
There are other physical examples which are not so 
trivial. Consider the amount of water in the reservoir 
of a dam. Let denote the amount of water in the 
reservoir at the end of n days. Suppose that the supply 
is increased by units on day r by means of rainfall
and river inflow. The supply is decreased by opening the
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gates at the heginning of each day. If the gates run
full all day, a units of water are drained, otherwise the
reservoir is drained empty. The dam will overflow if its
maximum capacity of b units is exceeded. Let 2^ = •- a
be the change in the content of the reservoir on day r
provided it is not emptied during day r. Then we have the
following situation: X = X  ̂ + 2 (O < X , + 2 < b),^ n n—1 n n—l n
Here notice the values of X^ available are limited to
those between 0 and b, but the process continues after
the barriers are reached.
In this thesis we will limit our investigation of
random walks to that of simple random walks. In a simple
random walk, movement will be limited to one unit at each
trial. The possible values for the change in position
are then restricted to one, zero, and negative one units
on the x-axis, To further explain, let X^ denote the
position of the particle after trial n. Let the value of
the i'^ step be denoted by 2^, where each step is inde-
npendent of all others. Then X^ * Also, let the
probability that step 2^ has value one be denoted by 
P(2^ = l).
Since we wish to describe a simple random walk, 
we assign the probabilities in the following manner: 
p(2^ = l) = p, P(2j^ = -l) = q, and P(2^ = O) = 1 - p - q.
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After time n, the possible values for are k = 0,
j: 2 , ---, _+ n. Any such value for will be called a
state of occupation for the particle.
If the particle is in state k, it must have made r 
positive steps, s negative steps, and t zero steps where 
r ~ s = k , and n = r + s + t ,
Most physical applications of random walks will 
not allow the random walk to continue indefinitely in 
either direction. For example, rarely does the gambler 
have an infinite supply of capital with which to play.
This fact necessitates placing bounds on the movement of 
the particle. These bounds are called barriers, and we 
shall investigate two different types.
The first type we shall describe is the absorbing 
barrier. Suppose there is a barrier at x = a in the simple 
random walk system which is described above and that 
X^ = 0. If X^ = k(k < a), then X^^^ = k + 1 with proba­
bility p, X^_̂  ̂ = k - 1 with probability q, or X^^^ = k 
with probability 1 - p - q .  I f X ^ = a ,  then X^^^ = X^.
If it goes up to state a, the particle is absorbed, or the 
random walk ends. The barrier at x = a is said to be an 
absorbing barrier.
If X^ < a, X^ < a, — ^n ” then the 
particle is said to have first passage time, at a, of n.
It is the nximber of the step when the particle reaches 
state a for the first time. Notice in the absorbing
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barrier situation that the first passage time at a is 
equivalent to the duration, or number of steps, in the 
random walk.
We shall later concern ourselves with questions 
concerning the probability of absorption, the probability 
of absorption at a particular time n, and the expected 
number of trials needed for absorption to occur if it 
does. In terms of the gambling example where the gamblers 
capital is limited, what is the probability of the gam­
bler's ruin, what is the probability of his ruin on a 
certain roll of the die; and on the average, for a given 
amount of capital, how long will it take for ruin to occur?
The second type of bound that we shall consider is 
the reflecting barrier. Here, the name suggests what 
happens. Upon reaching the state designated as a reflect­
ing barrier, the particle is limited to two choices of 
movement. It can move back in the direction from which 
it came, or remain at the reflecting abrrier. The proba­
bilities associated with each event are specified, and the 
random walk continues indefinitely. The dam example has 
two reflecting barriers. One at 0, and one at b. The 
water level in the reservoir remains between these two 
levels, but the random walk does not terminate upon reach­
ing either one. A random walk in the presence of either 
one of these two types of barriers is called a restricted 
random walk.
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The remainder of this chapter shall be devoted to 
looking at some conclusions that can be made about random 
walks in general. We shall examine the problem of finding 
P(Xn = k) for k = 0, 1, +. 2, — -, +_ n for all n. We
mentioned earlier that if a particle is in state k, it 
must have made r positive, s negative, and t zero steps 
where r - s = k and n = r + s + t. One possible method 
for finding P(X^ = k) is to look at its multinomial proba­
bility distribution and compute it directly. P(X^ = k) =
Z "'I-t;'» p^q.^(l - p - q)^ where we sum over all possible 
combinations of r, s, and t that fit the restrictions 
above. It is quite easy to see the difficulty of this 
computation for any sizeable n.
A second possible approach is to define a proba­
bility generating function that will give us these proba­
bilities for all k and n. Consider the probability Z
generating function of Z^, say G(y). Then G(y) - E(y ) =
qy~^ + (l - p - q)y° + py^ (see last paragraph, Chapter l).
n X
Since the Z^ are independent and Z^, E(y ) =
Z. n _ CO
[E(y ^)] = CG(y)]^. We define G(y, s) = ^ g Q [ G ( y ) ] V  =
(|sG(y)| < l). Then G(y, s) =
— — — ^--------------------  (Prom above X = 0, so let
”^py + y(i - s(l - p - q)) - sq
G^Cy) = l). This gives us an explicit expression for 
G(y, s) in terms of y and s. The problem arises when we
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expand G(y, s) to pick out the probabilities in the form of 
coefficients.
G(y, s) = [ G ( y ) ] V  = ^)]^s^,
00 n V n
= n=0^k=-n^^^n ” ^̂ 7" • ^be coefficient of
y^s^ is P(%^ = k), We have to expand G(y, s) in a double 
infinite series to find p(X^ = k).
A third approach is to approximate these proba­
bilités for large n using the central limit theorem. Let
2p. and a denote the mean and variance respectively of . 
Then p = E(Z^) = p(l) + q(—l) + (l — p — q.)(o) * p — Q.. 
E(Z^^) = p(l)^ + q(-l)^ + (l - p - q(0)^ = p + q. Then 
Var(Zj = p + q - (p - q)^ = o^. So E(X^) = . 3],]S(2L. ) =mL ^  XX X  "" X  X
np. Var(X^) = Var(Z^) = no^. The central limit
theorem tells us that X^ is approximately normally dis-
2tributed with mean np and variance n o  . With this infor­
mation, we can at least approximate the probability that 
the particle will occupy some state between and including 
two given states (i.e. P(j < < k) where j < k). Using
the approximate normal distribution, we get:
P( j < X < k) = ---- ^6 -, 76 exp[— ------  ]dx. Since
^ ”  (27ina^)l/^ j -2no^
we are working in the discrete case, an even closer
approximation may be obtained by lengthening the interval
in the appropriate manner. Standardizing, we get:
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
8
P(j < < k) . |(te  = a^) _ aH), Where |
is the distribution function for N(0, l).
If P > q, |i > 0 and P[X^ > 0*3 =
_ / \ 2
 V7'5 exp "" 3dx. Now as n becomes
3—1/2 (2%iid ) —2no
large, lim 0 - lim - — which tends to
n 00 /n a  n -> oo
negative infinity. Thus, as n gets large, P[X^ > j] = 1.
If q > p, we can similarily show P[X^ < k] = 1 for any k 
as n becomes large. What we have shown is that the par­
ticle will reach arbitrarily large or small valued states 
with probability 1. For example, let p = .6, q = .2 and
1 - p - q = .2. Then P[Z > j] - 1 - 0 by/ n o
the observation we made above. Using the data,
P(Xioo >24) a- .99. After 100 steps, the particle has 
probability approximately .99 that it will be in or above 
state 24.
The case for p = q is rather interesting. We shall 
examine it in a special setting in Chapter II,
There are three important concepts used in the 
writing of this paper that are not fully explained in its 
content. They are the concepts of probability generating 
functions, partial fraction expansion of rational functions, 
and difference equations. Refer to Peller (2) and Goldberg 
(3) for detailed explanations of the first two and the last 
respectively.
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CHAPTER II
RANDOM WALKS IN THE PRESENCE OF ABSORBING BARRIERS
In Chapter I we discussed the concept of a random 
walk in the presence of two absorbing barriers. We now 
investigate the probability that the particle is absorbed 
at one barrier or the other and the probability it is 
absorbed at a particular barrier in a given number of 
steps.
Suppose again that there are absorbing barriers at 
X = a and x = -b, where a and b are positive integers.
If this is the case, the probability that the particle is 
still within the barriers at time n is less than or equal 
to the probability that a particle in an inrestricted 
system is between states a and -b since we must omit all 
possibility of occupying states outside of (-b + 1 ,  a - l) 
in computing the first. In Chapter I we concluded that 
the probability that the particle would be found outside 
of the states -b and a tended to one if p ^ q as n became 
large. This implies that the particle will reach either 
state a or -b with probability 1. Or in other words, 
eventual absorption is certain if p q. An alternative 
proof of this and the case for p = q is given in the 
following chapter.
In order to find the probabilities mentioned above, 
it will be necessary to find the distribution of the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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probability between the absorbing states at time n. Suppose
the initial position is at x = J, where -b < j < a. We will 
(n)define f^ to be the probability of absorption at a in ntj > ̂
steps for all possible values of n. Note this also corres­
ponds to the first passage time at x = a in an unrestricted
system, f = P(-b < x^ < a, -b < X2 < a, ---,
-b < < a, x^ = a-lx̂  = j) by its definition and if
n = 0, f(°^ = 1 if j = a (1)d ♦ ̂
= 0 if j a
(i.e. if the particle is in state a initially, it will be
absorbed with probability one, and if it is not in state a
initially, it will not be absorbed.) Now, f^^^ =d » ̂
P(A Ix = j) where A denotes absorption at a in n steps, n o n  ^ ^
If the first step is +1, then P(A Ix = j) =n o
P(A^_i IXo = j + 1) or,
= d * 1) + = d - 1)
+ (1 - p - q)p(A^_^|x^ = j)
' + (1 - p - Tiiis
equation has the form of a second order difference equation
in j with two boundary conditions given (see (l)). Also,
clearly f^^2 = 0 and f = 0 since the random walk is
OL f OL D  y ^
initially in an absorbing state and remains there.
We can make use of the concept of probability
generating functions defining P. _ (s) = 2p,f̂ ^3 s^ = F.(s).d * * n-u J » » d
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Now, by multiplication of s^, ^
+ (1 - P -
This implies P.(s) = (p]? . ., (is ) + qF .  ̂(s) +^ J 0+1 0-1
(l - p - q)F.(s))s. This also has the form of a second
V
order difference equation in j and we can derive boundary
equations from those used above.
00 / \
^a,a^®^ = n^O ^a?a = 1 + 0 + 0 +  --- = 1
^-b,a^®^ * n ^  ^-b^a = 0 +  0 + 0 + ----   0. Using the
method of solution of difference equations of this type,
p
the auxiliary equation is psx - (l - s(l - p - q))x + 
qs = 0 with solutions
XT (s) , Xg(s) = izg(lrP-q) AJCl-sCl-p-q))^- 4p_q s f ^1 c-pS
Assuming s is a positive real number, and that the radicand
pis positive, we get X̂ ^Cs) > XgCs) and (l - s(l - p - q)) >
4 pqs . So, l - s ( l ~ p - q ) >  2/pq^ s . This implies
0 < s < -------    —  , Since X-,(s) and Xp(s) are
(l - p - q) + 2/pq
solutions of the homogeneous second order difference 
equation, the general solution can be given by 
CiX^(s) + CgX^Cs). Now, by use of the boundary conditions, 
c - ^ and 0 2  can be determined to give solutions to our par­
ticular problem. Fj(s) = c^X^Cs) + C2X^Cs), so 
Fg^(s) = Cj^X^(s) + 02X2 (3 ) = 1 and F_^(s) = c^X^^(s) + 
C2X2^(s) = 0. Solving for c^ and C2 we get
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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° = ,a.b(3) . ,a+b(^) '
the initial position was the origin, or = 0,
00xï(s) - xS(s)A.. V . s ; À p \ ü /   c •)
= ) " , L b ( 3 ) . ,a.b(3 , = nSo By setting s
00
and looking at Po,ad) = ^Sq ^o?i ^o,a(l)= ^
(absorption at a|x^ = O). This gives us the probability of 
eventual absorption at a. Substituting x^Cl), ^2 ^^^ = 
p + q. +. CCp + q.)̂  - 4pq)^^^ = 1, q/p into l), we get
’ 1^- ‘ pa+b ] ga+b if P q. If
p - q, X^(s), XgCs) = l-s(l-2p,).± / 0 y ( ,l-2p))f = ^p5 E .
X](l), X2 (l) = 1, 1 so the solution of the second order 
difference equation has the form c^X^Cl)^ + ^2jX^(l).
Using the boundary conditions, ĝ (s) = c^ + ac2 = 1 
and g ^ ( s )  = c^ - bc2 = 0, we get c^ =  y and
=2 * T ^ -  Bo ]Tj( 1 ) = r i - b  + ^'TT-b- If d = O we get
^o.a(l) = (P - q).
A similar difference equation can be set up for
Fq Then F^ 1 ) represents the probability of
absorption at -b. Once the expression for F^ _^(l) is 
obtained, it is easily shown that ^ o , - b ^ ^
which is the probability of absorption of the particle at 
either barrier. This is true whether p = q or p q.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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This completes the first and easier part of our 
task. Next we will compute the probabilities of absorp­
tion at a and -b for a particular value of n. Again, 
examination of „(s) will give the results needed.O f ci
X?(s) - x|(s)
-  xr"(3)- ^
and cp(s) = [A^ - 4pqs^]^^^.
1a  + cp(s) I ^ [A — cdCs ) 1 ^
[ 2ps J “ L 2ps J
b (n)(A^~^m(s)^) _ b (-l)^(n)(A^~^ffl(s)^) 
n=0 C2ns)^______ n k ______ (2ns)^_________________
(^n^)CA^^^-^m(s)^) (-l)^(^n^) (A^^^"^cd(s)^)
“ ° (2pa)^+^ ■ (2ps)"*'^
n=u n  ̂ n=V n
Notice in this sum expansion, the even powers of cp(s) will 
drop out of the difference of each pair of sums, leaving 
only odd powers of cp(s). So, cp(s) cancels, leaving a 
ratio of two polynomials in s. The degree of the denomi­
nator in general is a + b - 1.
Expansion of ĝ (s) in partial fraction expansion
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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a+b-1 aresults in F (s) = (2ps) —  where s ,'̂ = 1 C l ____§_) v'sV
V = 1» ---, a + b - 1 are roots of the denominator of
F^^g^(s). The problem is now reduced to finding usable 
values for a^, a constant, and s^ in the partial fraction 
expansion for _(s). After obtaining these values, weO ̂ <x
can expand the summation in order to pick out the coef­
ficients of s^ which are f .o f a.
As before, let A » 1 - s(l - p - q) a,nd cp(s) =
(A^ - 4pqs^)^^^. To simplify the algebra, let 7“
2 (oq)^/^s
coscp
A^ - A^■mil iii.iii igii.i
cos ep1 1/2Then X,(s). x^Cs) . )-------------
-....... .. C^p)l/2
So F (s) = (q/p)^/^exD(l»b) - (q/p)l’/2exp(-lroh)_________* o,a a+b a+b
(q/p) ^ exp(icp(a+b) ) - (q/p) ^ exp(-icp(a+b) )
Solutions of the denominator are of the form 0, "■
V , —— . The s are values of s that must satisfy a + b V
- 2 C a)— A—  = — Solving for s in place of s we arrive cosqp A V
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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at: c o s ■ )2( p q ) = 1 - s^(l - p - q) . So, 
s^(l - p - q + cos(^^^ î )2(pq)^^^ = 1 and s^ =
1-p-q + cos(^^)2(pq) 2^2 » V = 1, 2, ..., a + Id - 1.
The constants in the partial fraction summation 
can he found hy using the limit technique, which was 
referenced in Chapter I, on the partial fraction expansion.
Doing this, a = lim (l - -~)(2ps)”^ P „(s).
^ s -^>s^
g ., v a  - x|(s)Now. •
This gives an Indeterminate form, and after differentiating 
and taking the limit, =
(2psJ-"(x°(8^.) - Xg(s^)) _____________________________
s^[ lim (a+b)xf*^“^(s) _ lim (a+b)x|**’"^(s) ]
V g
where hy implicit differentiation of pXj - \ ( l - s ( l - p - q ) )
dX.(s) X.(s)
qs = 0, — g-—  = .  —  (j = 1, 2). Suhsti-s (qX. (s) - pX.(s)u u
tut lug X^(s), Xg(s) = (q/p)^^ e%p(+ in --- .
dXĵ Cs) (q/p)]-/^exp(^) dXgCs) e x p ( ^ )
' -s‘-(pq)^^^(2i)sln(^) " 8^p(2i)sin(^#^ 'a+h a+h
dX-.(s) dXo(s)
Substituting the ahove values for — ^ —  and — —  into
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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our last expression for a^, we have =
a+h—1 / i\>7t a+h~*l j / iyTi \ a+b—1 / iv'n: ( a+b—1 ̂ \ /iv'n:
(q /p) ^ e -e
ps^(2i)sin(^) s^p(2i)sin(^)
s in s in (̂ jr-)
=.............................. .• Finally „e can find
the coefficient of s^ in _(s) by substituting this valueOf»
for into the sum expansion of F^^g^(s) and then expanding 
each term of the form — -— —  in a geometric series in order
a ) =to pick out the coefficients. F _ (s) = (2ps) (—OfO- V — + 2̂ _ sV
a+b-1 CD _ i
(2ps) 5̂]̂  “v'^iSo^i^^ )• ^o.a^®) =
, xA 00 gi+a(2p) St a ] . Sr, —:--3 . Let n =s i + a, which implies
^  V=l V 1=0 gl
V
_ 00 a+b-1 a _
i = n - a. Now F^^g^(s) = (2p)^ ^S^^C ^S^ - ^ 3 s ^ .  Recall,
the coefficient of in F^ _(s) is f^^L HenceO f »  O f gL
f  \ _ a+b-1 (X
v i l  ; s V  (n  = a .  a  1 . ---------)
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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12b22__________   -^-1 (-l)^-"sln(|j^)sln(^)
(art)2^-^(pq)®-l''2 v=l gn-a. ^a-l
V V
2c („/a)a-l/2 (-l)'’*^sln(|^)sln(|^)
* (a+b; v=l In̂ =lsV
,(n)These give us the probabilities of absorption at the
barrier a in n steps. An exchange of -b for a and q for p 
will give us a similar expression for the distribution of 
the probability of absorption of the particle at barrier 
-b in n steps.
Before proceeding, let’s examine a few simple cases 
in some detail to get a feeling for the results we have
just obtained. Consider a = b » 1. Then f^^^ =
I  p(p/q)° 3in.„s/2  ̂ where =
1 - p - q . 2(pq3"^7^;;7;7i ° 4 : 1  =
pCl-p-q)^”^ (n = 1, 2,  ). Suppose n = 2, the only
possible combination of steps resulting in absorption at
1 on the second step is a zero step followed by a positive
step. This happens with probability p(1-p-q) which agrees/ \
with our derived value for f^^n at n = 2. Fext, considerO f i.
a = b = 2. Here,
f(n) _ 2 ^(^/q)l/2r(-l)^sin 2 n / 4  sin V 4  ^0,2 " 4 L n-1
®1
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. (-l)^sin 4%/4 sin 2%/4 6~n:/4 sin 3^/4
_n-l cH-1
= + = i.p_, + /z(pg)i/2
and Sz = ------- ^=— ---n^P* If n = 2,^ 1-p-q -
f _ X  P^y.^[l-p-a +. ,7.(irP.r:*! -,
There is only one way to absorb at 2 in two steps; that
2being two positive jumps occuring with probability p , 
Finally, let a = b = 2 and n = 3, then =U f ̂
1
° (1-p-q)^ + 2/5 (pq)l/^(l-p-<i) + 2pq
2 1 Sz = ......-------------- 77^  . Consequently,
(1-p-q) - 2/^ (pq) (1-p-q) + 2pq
^0^2 = è  ̂  [V ?  . 2p2(i-p.q).
In order to absorb at x = 2 in three steps, the particle 
may have a zero step followed by two positive steps with
pprobability (l-p-q)p , or a positive step followed by a
zero step followed by a positive step all with probability
2p(l-p-q)p. The combined probability is 2p (1-p-q) which 
again agrees with our calculated results.
What happens if one of the barriers is removed?
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Does absorption always occur, or do the relative sizes of 
p and q and the distance of the remaining barrier from the 
initial position determine the outcome? Suppose we remove 
the barrier at -b and leave the remainder of the system 
unchanged. It is intuitively appealing, and in fact 
possible, to answer the above questions by letting b -> co 
in our previous solution for _(s).
O  f ̂
00 / \
Let F _(s) = f 3 s P " as before and then takeo, a n=u o , a
X^(s) - xS(s)
the limit as b ->oo . Then F_ „(s) = lim — --------------
Dividing by (x.(s)) , F (s) = lim
Since Xn (s) > Xo(s), F _(s) = — . Define N to be the1 ^ o,a ĵ a(g) a
random variable denoting the number of steps to absorption
at a. Then F^ _(s) = Z, P(N = n)s^. If s = 1, F (l) =O, a n=± a a, o
00Z PCU - n) which is the probability that absorption doesD. — X 3.
eventually occur. Hence, F^ ĝ (l) = ^  ^ » If p < q,
X^(l)
SoXf * q/p and i f p ^ q ,  X^ = 1,
P(N^ < go ) = (q/p)^ if p < q, and
= 1 if p > q. This tells us eventual absorption 
is certain if p > 9.. Otherwise the probability of absorp­
tion will depend upon p, q, and a. We will look at some of
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the complexities of this random walk with p = q by way of
example in the following chapter.
Another question of interest is how long, or how
many steps, on the average are required before absorption
occurs? Again, let N denote the step at which absorption
occurs at either a or -b. Then P(E = n) = f + fo , a o, — D
since absorption is certain and can occur only at a or -b. 
This gives us the probability distribution of N because 
N t SP f(n) „n , 9P «(n) _nECs"] . P C N  =
= ĝ (s) + F^ _^(s). Using this result,
 ̂ a, b _b\ 1_b/ a
E(N) . P - ^ (g+b: if P > 1. and
ip "" q/ ip — q / 
ab
s
if p = q. Rather than go into the detailsp + q
concerning this derivation, we shall instead look at an 
alternate means of finding E(IT) in a less general setting 
in Chapter III.
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CHAPTER III
APPLICATIONS OP RANDOM WALKS RESTRICTED BY ABSORBING BARRIERS
In the introdnctory remarks, reference was made to 
the gambler* s ruin problem. This is the classical example 
of a random walk in the presence of two absorbing barriers.
We have derived the necessary machinery to answer questions 
on the probability of ruin of a gambler after a certain 
number of trials, which corresponds to absorption after a 
certain number of steps. While working with this par­
ticular example, we will also investigate the expected 
value for the duration of the game, corresponding to the 
expected time to absorption, which was briefly discussed 
in the preceding chapter.
Take two gamblers, say A and B, who begin with 
capitals z and c - z respectively. The game they are 
playing consists of a number of independent trials such as 
tosses of a die, spins of a wheel, or so forth. Let A win 
one unit of capital with probability p, and let B win one 
unit of capital with probability q, where p + q = 1, The 
game stops when either player reaches zero amount of 
capital. This means the game also ends if either player 
increases his capital to c.
In keeping with our notation, let be the gain in 
capital by player A in n trails, has values -z < X^ <
c - z. We can now make the correspondence necessary to
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use the information in the previous chapter. Let the 
initial position be zero as before, the upper barrier 
replaced by c - z, and the lower barrier replaced by -z.
Let be the probability of the ruin of gambler A. Recall 
from Chapter II that the probability of absorption at
3. — C Z XS
P z  '  a+b = ~ ""c ^p - q p - q
(p = q)a + b c
Since we have deduced earlier that the probability of 
absorption is one for both p = q and p q, we have q^ = 
probability of ruin for player A to be 1 - p^. Therefore,
q, - q' (P / q). and
P - q (q/p) - 1
Z (p = q). This gives us thec
probability that gambler A will lose all of his initial 
capital. To find the probability that he will lose in a 
certain number of trials, we can make our correspondence 
substitutions in the previously derived value for f^^2% »
Doing so, we get the probability of absorption at -z in n 
steps for player A equal to
0-1 ,
-^(q/p) ^§2-----------------------------  (n • z, z + 1 , ---),
®v
"v = 2(qp)l/\os(^)
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example let n = 3, p = .8, q *  .2, z  =  1  and c = 3, Then 
P [absorption for player A in n steps] as .32, The proba­
bility of being absorbed on the third step with the above 
values for p, q, z, c, and n is about one third.
Now, let's investigate the problem of finding the 
expected value of the number of trials to absorption. As 
before, let N be the number of trials required to end the 
game. We want to find E(n ) . Let = E(n ) where player A 
begins with a capital of z. Now, by the definition of 
expected value, we can write
Eg = E(N) = P[win for A with n = 1]E(N|win for A with n=l) + 
PCloss for A with n = l]E(Nlloss for A with n=l) 
= p(l + + q(l + Eg_^)
= pEg_^^ + qEg_^ + 1. The possible values for z 
are 0 < z ^  c. At the boundaries, E^ = 0 and E^ = 0.
Again we have the form of a second order difference equa­
tion. The homogeneous difference equation is pEg^^ + 
qEg_^ - Eg = 0. The corresponding auxiliary equation is 
px - X + q = 0, which has roots 1, p/q. Thus, all solu­
tions of the homogeneous equation are of the form A^ + 
A2 (p/q)^, Since the constant in the non-homogeneous equa­
tion is also a root of the auxiliary equation, we try A^z 
as a possible particular solution and find that A^ = - ^ ^ 
works if p / q. If p / q, then all solutions of the non­
homogene ous difference equation are of the form Eg = - _ ^ + 
A, + A^Cq/p)^. Making use of the boundary conditions, we
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- T7-p)(p°-q°T  ' °
If p = q = 1/2, then J  E^+]_ + J  ^ z ~ l  '*'
2auxiliary equation is x - 2x + 1 = 0 which has a double
root 1. Thus all solutions of the homogeneous difference
equation are of the form + AgZ. Since the constant I in
the non-homogeneous difference equation is a double root of
the auxiliary equation, a particular solution has the form 
2A^z . Substituting this in into the non-homogeneous
equation, we get A^ = -1, Therefore, all solutions of the
non-homogeneous difference equation have the form 
2A^ + A^z - z . Using the boundary conditions, we get
?A^ = 0, Ag - c. So, = cz - z = z(c - z) if p = q = 1/2.
Eotice the results for the expected duration of a 
fair game are quite easy to calculate. One must simply 
find the product of the two amounts of capital in terms of 
the amound of the bet. For example, take two players who 
are tossing a coin and each is betting one dollar from his 
initial capital of one hundred dollars. The expected num­
ber of tosses needed to end the game would be one hundred 
times one hundred, or ten thousand tosses.
Let's examine the values for q_ and E for player A
under a variety of conditions. For example, let p = q =
.5, z = 90, and c = 100. Then we find q̂, = .1 and E^ =
900. If p = q = ,5» z = 8000, and c = 10,000, we get
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= ,2 and = 16,000,000. In the first example, letting 
p = .4 and q = .6, we get q_ = .985 and E = 441. Gener-Zi %
ally, if a gambler has a large amount of capital compared 
to his adversary, and the odds are even, his probability 
of winning is very high. But if the odds are changed in 
the other player's favor, even though only slightly 
(p = .5 to p = .4 in the example), the probability of 
winning is drastically reduced as is the duration of the 
game.
An interesting situation occurs in the gambling 
example if we let c oo . This implies that player A, 
whose initial capital is z, is playing against someone 
whose resources are unlimited. We have looked at the 
analogous situation in the previous chapter when we con­
sidered the random walk in the presence of one absorb­
ing barrier. What happens to the value of q̂ ,, the proba­
bility that player A will be ruined, when c oo ? We
see that the limit ^ ^ ~ (9/p) = 1 if q > p
c ->co (q/q) - 1
= (q/p)^ if p > q. So 
ruin is certain for player A if his chance of winning is 
less than or equal to that of his infinitely rich adversary. 
But if c 00 and p = q, the expected number of trials to 
complete the game becomes infinitely large. In other 
words, the game is expected to have an infinite number of 
trials, but player A is sure to lose.
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Another famous example that can he thought about in 
the same manner is the cliff hanger problem. A drunk man 
is staggering home on a path along the edge of a cliff. If 
he takes but one step toward the cliff, he will plunge to 
his death. What is the probability that he will not 
arrive home safely? Here, let z = 1, c -t* oo , and we get 
dg = 1 if q > p or = (q/p) if p > q. So, if the proba­
bility of stepping toward the cliff is greater than stepping 
away from it, doom is certain. But if the probability of 
stepping away from the cliff is greater than that of 
stepping toward it, he can escape death with a fairly high 
probability. In fact, if p = 2/3, q = 1/5, he has an even 
chance of getting home. If p = 7/8, q = 1/8 he has proba­
bility 6/7 of getting home.
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CHAPTER IV
RANDOM WALKS RESTRICTED BY TWO REFLECTING BARRIERS
The introduction included an example of a dam and 
suggested how the water level in the reservoir could he 
constructed into a random walk model. The levels 0 and h 
were later described as reflecting barriers. We shall 
now take a more detailed look at the simple random walk 
restricted by such barriers.
Our purposes shall be nicely served if we suppose 
that reflecting barriers exist at x = 0 and x = a in the 
same system we have used throughout this paper. Now, if 
the particle has original position x = j, it will move 
positively, negatively, or remain stationary with the 
usual probabilities until it reaches states a or 0. It 
will then remain at 0 or a until the step needed to return 
it to the states 1 or a - 1 occurs. If the particle is 
at state a, we will assign the probability 1 - q that it
remains in state a. If it is at state 0, we will assign
probability 1 - p that it will remain in state 0.
Again let denote the position after jump If
= j, then ( . 0  ^  \
= a (X^_^ * Zji > a)
= 0 (X^_2 + < O). There is no possi­
bility of occupation of states outside of a and 0, but the 
random walk continues indefinitely.
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We will adopt notation similar to that in Chapter II 
hy letting p̂ ,̂ ? be the probability that the particle is in 
state k after n steps, where the original position was 
state j. Since the steps are independent of one another 
and the three events corresponding to movement up, down, 
or remaining stationary are mutually exclusive, there are 
three ways of reaching state k. They are steps of +1 
from state k - 1 with probability p, -1 from state k + 1 
with probability q, and 0 from state k with probability
1 - p - q. So, * PPj?k-l *  ^jTk+1 ■*'
(l - p - q)p^^“^^(0 < k < a). If k is one of the re-J J it
fleeting states, then the choices we can make for reaching 
that state are limited to two. This means
Since the particle must remain indefinitely between 
states 0 and a, its long term behavior should be quite 
different from that in the system involving absorbing 
barriers. In fact, after a long time, the occupational 
probabilities depend only on the relative position of the 
reflecting barriers. In other words, as n cd , the proba­
bilities tend to a constant value regardless of the initial 
position of the particle or the exact length of time the 
game has been in progress. So, as n -> co , let
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P “ Of I f  f a). These s represent limiting
values for the respective p^^2 as n becomes large and mustJ f K
satisfy the same equations. Hence, + ^^k+1
(l - p - q)%j^ (O < k < a), = P"^a-1 + ( "
+ (l - p)%^.
Again we have a second order difference equation. 
Solutions of the auxiliary equation are p/q and 1, so 
= c^(p/q)^ + C2 is a general solution for the homo­
geneous difference equation. Using the boundary condi­
tions, we get = ( p / . From the general solution,
= c^ +■ Cg and = c^(p/q) + Cg. Hence, c^ - and 
Cg = 0. So = (p/q)^Q,
We would like to find in terms of p and q.
Remembering that the s are probabilities allows us to
a a
set -n:̂ = 1. Then (p/q)^^ = 1 and =
(p/q.)
1 ~ (p/q)
if p / q. Finally, we get
Tt. = ^ 0+1 (p/q)^ if (k = 0, 1 , --- , a) and p / q .
^ 1 - (p/q) ^
If p = q, = — —  --- 7 “ â  + 1 = 0* 1 » --- » ^)* If
p = q, all states have an equal probability of containing 
the particle given a sufficiently large n. If p / q, say 
p > q, then increases geometrically toward state a. If
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q > p, increases geometrically toward state 0. This 
seems reasonable since the particle should have an upward 
and downward trend respectively in these two cases.
Consider the following customer-server example.
There is one server working and one person can be served 
at a time. Customers waiting to be served form a queue 
with capacity a. This includes the person being served.
Any person arriving to find the queue full is turned 
away. Suppose that customers arrive at discrete time 
intervals n = 0, 1, 2, —— . Let the probability of an 
arrival at a given time instant be a. Further suppose that 
a customer completes service, if there is one being served, 
independently of the arrival of a customer. Let the proba­
bility of a service completion at a given time interval be 
p. Again will denote the customers in the queue and 
denote the number of arrivals minus the number of service 
completions at time instant n. Possible values for Z^ are
-1, 0, and 1. If so, + Z^(0 ^  \  ^  a).
Notice if = k, (k = 1, — -, a - l) then Z^ = k - 1 if
^n ” with probability (l - a)P, Z^ = k + 1 if Z^ = +1 
with probability (l - P)a, or Z^ = k where Z^ = 0 with 
probability aP + ( 1 - a)(l - P) . But if Z^_^^ = a and 
Z^ = 1, then the customer is turned away and the queue
remains at a number of customers. This means Z =n
V l  •
If = 0 and Z^ = 0, then Z^ = 0. If Z^_^ = 0
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= 1 , then = 1. In this case, p(Z^ = O) = 1 - a 
and P(Z^ = l) = a. Notice the process is essentially 
identical to the one which we worked out in general at the 
beginning of the chapter, The distribution of Z^ differs 
slightly at the lower reflecting barrier.
This enables us to directly use the equations for 
finding and we get: = a(l - + (l - +
[( 1 — ot)(l — 3) + otPDîc^Ck = 2, — — , a — l), +
[( 1 — a)(l — 3) + <x3]'n:̂  + ( 1 — 3 ) 2 * = a(l — 3 +
[1 - 3(1 - a)]7r , and = (l - a)^n + (l - a)%^,dL O JL O
Solving for as we did above, = a^(l - 
"  ■     •
In the customer server example, all the requirements 
for a simple random walk in the presence of two reflecting 
barriers are met. The value of X^ performs a random walk 
and Z^ = -1, 0, or 1. What we have just found in terms 
of the example is the probability that the queue contains 
a certain number of customers after the service has been 
in operation a reasonably long length of time. These 
probabilities depend upon the values of a and 3 and not 
on the number of people in the queue initially, or the 
exact time instant in which we count.
Suppose we have a = 1/3, 3 = 1/4, and a = 4, Then
% = -4 (3/2 )   This gives tc = 4/69, "n:, = 24/207,
k 9-12(3/2) ° ^
Tt = 36/207, = 54/207 and = 81/207. Since the
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probability of an arrival at time n is greater than the 
probability of a service completion, we would expect the 
probability associated with the largest possible number of 
customers in the queue to be the greatest. This is sup­
ported by the computation of the ir^'s using the given data.
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